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GDI has tracked a selection of popular brands that support Pride Month but unknowingly fund ads on LGBTQIA+ disinformation.

This deck focuses on stories that have adversarial narratives about:

- LGBTQ+ rights being a threat to majority groups.
- LGBTQ+ families should not be able to adopt or raise children.
- The transgender movement is immoral.
- LGBTQ+ education is harmful to children.
- LGBTQ+ culture and role models are unnatural and dangerous.
- “Gay” sex is deadly.

These ads reflect the failure of the ad tech system to tackle disinformation.
Popular brands funding these stories that have committed to Pride Month and LGBTQ+ issues:
Ad tech servicing these ads & funding these stories:

Google
Adobe
PubMatic
infolinks
School tolerance for Smoking, Drinking, Drug use

“Gay” Sex Kills

By Matt Barber — Bio and Archives—April 22, 2008

American Politics, News | Disqus Comments | Reader Friendly | Subscribe | Email Us

Can you imagine officials at a middle school, junior high or high school setting aside a day to promote “tolerance” for heavy smoking and drinking among children?
In light of the irrefutable medical facts, it should be considered criminally reckless for educators to teach children that homosexual conduct is a normal, safe and perfectly acceptable alternative form of sexual expression (or "sexual orientation").

But instead, the "gay" lifestyle is vigorously promoted in our public schools. Sexually confused children who suffer from gender identity disorder and same-sex attractions are told to "embrace who they are," and are encouraged to entertain deviant and dangerous sexual temptations. "But always use a condom!" liberal educators blurt. (Forget that condoms have a perilously high failure rate and are incapable of preventing numerous STDs such as the HPV virus.)

On April 25, 2008, the pro-homosexual indoctrination of your children comes to a boil. Homosexual activists and like-minded liberal educators will be pushing the so-called "Day of Silence" on kids in thousands of schools across the country.

The "Day of Silence" (DOS) is organized by the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network (GLSEN), one of the most militant and well-funded of the powerful homosexual pressure groups. DOS purports to confront the alleged systematic harassment and bullying of children who self-identify as homosexual, bisexual or "transgender." (For a sampling of the kinds of things GLSEN teaches children, HYPERLINK "http://www.cultureandfamily.org/article/display.asp?id=2580&department=CFI&categoryid=papers" V "flipagate" click here. Be warned, though. It's pretty graphic.)

To be sure, bullying and harassment should not be tolerated against anyone, anywhere for any reason, and those who are are firmly disciplined. However, DOS has very little to do with "bullying" and has encouraged to disrupt the school day by refusing to speak, in a show of "biance," "bisexual" and "transgender" students. Kids are additionally taught that in sexuality is a gift from God shared between husband and wife within the bonds "full" and "discriminatory."

Bites of learning, not places of political indoctrination. It's the height of impropriety school officials to use good-hearted but misguided children as pawns in their controversial and polarizing political agenda.
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Neither can I. The public would go ballistic, and for good reason.

But that hasn’t stopped officials in thousands of schools across the country from promoting other politically correct and socially “in-vogue” behaviors that — both statistically and manifestly — are every bit as dangerous as the aforementioned frowned-upon behaviors.

That’s exactly what the homosexual activist “Day of Silence” is all about — advancing, through clever, feel-good propaganda, full acceptance among children of the homosexual lifestyle.

By recently admitting that “MMA is a gay disease,” Matt Foreman, outgoing Executive Director of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, acknowledged what the medical community has known for decades: the homosexual lifestyle is extremely high-risk and often leads to disease and even death.

In fact, multiple studies have established that homosexual conduct, especially among males, is considerably more hazardous to one’s health than a lifetime of chain smoking.

To the consternation of “gay” activist flat-earthers and homosexual AIDS holocaust deniers everywhere, one such study was published in the International Journal of

smoking knocks from two to 10 years off an individual’s life expectancy, the UIE project shortens the lifespan of “gays” by an astounding “8 to 20 years” — more than

than 50 years. “Gays are less healthy than the general population,” concluded the study, “and bisexual men in this urban center are now寿 to that experienced by all men in Canada in the year 1871. … [f]rom expectancies for gay men is 8 to 20 years less than for all men.”

Please for a fitting redefinition of so-called “homophobia,” that being

“gay sex will kill you!”

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/ck/?sa=L&ai=CQ8akeE3... warning on the side of condom wrappers is a testament to...
This is, simply put, the subversion of a society that began as the result of deeply held religious beliefs that included the sanctity of marriage.
This is, simply put, the subversion of a society that began as the result of deeply held religious beliefs that included the sanctity of marriage.

Gay Superheroes? Boycott DC Comics!

By Alan Caruba — Blo and Archives — May 24, 2012

American Politics, News | Disqus Comments | Reader Friendly | Subscribe | Email Us

I herewith call for a boycott of DC Comics. I draw the line when it comes to gay superheroes.
Damage to America’s standing in the world -- as a country that respects the sovereignty of nations -- has already been done

The Return of the Homosexual Imperialists

By Cliff Kincaid — Bio and Archives—December 29, 2019

American Politics, News | 0 Comments | Reader Friendly | Subscribe | Email Us

It’s one thing to defend President Trump against false witness by the magazine Christianity Today. It’s another matter to rationalize or excuse how certain Trump officials are using the United Nations and the State Department to attack Christian nations.

The controversial event occurred just a few days before Christmas, when Trump’s U.S. Ambassador to Germany, longtime homosexual activist Richard Grenell, went to the United Nations to promote what he called a global initiative to force all U.N. members to approve homosexual conduct.

He was joined in this demand by Trump’s U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Kelly Craft, who lectured the 69 countries which have laws making homosexuality illegal. She told them that “human dignity” requires that every country on the face of the earth embrace the same sexual practice.

This is the kind of homosexual Christians in foreign countries must embrace.
Damage to America's standing in the world -- as a country that respects the sovereignty of nations -- has already been done.
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It's one thing to defend President Trump against false witness by the magazine Christianity Today. It's another matter to rationalize or excuse how certain Trump officials are using the United Nations and the State Department to attack Christian nations.

The controversial event occurred just a few days before Christmas, when Trump's U.S. Ambassador to Germany, longtime homosexual activist Richard Grenell, went to the United Nations to promote what he called a global initiative to force all U.N. members to approve homosexual conduct.

He was joined in this demand by Trump's U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Kelly Craft, who lectured the 69 countries which have laws making homosexuality illegal. She told them that "human dignity" requires that every country on the face of the earth embrace the practice of homosexuality.

This is the kind of homosexual imperialism that evangelical Christians objected to from the Obama Administration. Christians in foreign countries saw the attack as unwarranted interference in their internal affairs and subversion of Biblical values.
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LGBT RUN AMOK: Disney Introduces Two Gay Dads as Characters on ‘Ducktales’ Show
The Hallmark Channel caved to the LGBT agenda completely on Sunday, releasing a groveling statement that they would restore the advertisement to their airwaves. They also said they would be working with pro-LGBT special interest groups on their programming moving forward.

"Our mission is rooted in helping all people connect, celebrate traditions, and be inspired to capture meaningful moments in their lives. Anything that detracts from this purpose is not who we are," said Mike Perry, President and CEO of Hallmark Cards Inc.
Unfortunately, this video is only one example of a pattern of the introduction of sexual indoctrination into UK primary education. Another school is set to introduce compulsory “self-touching” lessons to six-year-olds and above, as part of a program put into place under the Conservative government.
The ad is the latest example of a new initiative by the Biden Administration to inject far-left identity politics into America's national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has posted multiple recruiting videos on its official YouTube channel, featuring various minorities such as a Latina Millennial and a gay man preaching about identity politics. The videos received widespread criticism and ridicule online, with many pointing out that forcing such irrelevant politics into the intelligence community and military will only weaken America's national defense.
U.S. Army Cartoon Recruitment Ad Includes Gay Pride March and Lesbian ‘Wedding’

The ad is the latest example of a new initiative by the Biden Administration to inject far-left identity politics into America's national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has posted multiple similar recruiting videos on its official YouTube channel, featuring various minorities such as a Latina Millennial and a gay man preaching about identity politics. The videos received widespread criticism and ridicule online, with many pointing out that forcing such irrelevant politics into the intelligence community and military will only weaken America's national defense.

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/clk?sa=L&src=G2PCw/YMDqC69zvX5E6q/DYhJ7j4OGq1acOS7-5sCEAEg6-L_OOGDIJwKXKTyd8qAUACAKgDaqD5KKe3gJROOD7DYJYVbo-PdUHHPv5Vn57oW5uAFggS...
While Ms. Bilek's report sheds a great deal of light as to the funding of the transgender movement, and points out the inherent unfairness of males who are "transitioning" competing in female sport, she misses the profound moral problems with the transgender movement.
The ad is the latest example of a new initiative by the Biden Administration to inject far-left identity politics into America's national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has posted multiple similar recruiting videos on its official YouTube channel, featuring various minorities such as a Latina Millennial and a gay man preaching about identity politics. The videos received widespread criticism and ridicule online, with many pointing out that forcing such irrelevant politics into the intelligence community and military will only weaken America's national defense.
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The ad is the latest example of a new initiative by the Biden Administration to inject far-left identity politics into America's national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has posted multiple similar recruiting videos on its official YouTube channel, featuring various minorities such as a Latina Millennial and a gay man preaching about identity politics. The videos received widespread criticism and ridicule online, with many pointing out that forcing such irrelevant politics into the intelligence community and military will only weaken America's national defense.
The ad is the latest example of a new initiative by the Biden Administration to inject far-left identity politics into America’s national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has posted multiple similar recruiting videos on its official YouTube channel, featuring various minorities such as a Latina Millennial and a gay man preaching about identity politics. The videos received widespread criticism and ridicule online, with many pointing out that forcing such irrelevant politics into the intelligence community and military will only weaken America’s national defense.
In a stunning development, scientists in Finland examined over half a million people to discover if sexual orientation was the result of genetics or choice.

They learned that homosexuals are not determined by their genetic make-up... there’s no “gay gene.” At most, there are a mere ‘five genetic markers’ out of billions that have “a very small effect” on sexual behavior.

And, since there’s no ‘gay gene’ it seems logical to assume that gender is also DEFINED by BIOLOGY, not someone’s personal delusions.

PJ Media reported on the findings:

Recent polls have shown that most Americans believe that homosexuals are “born that way” rather than become gay as the result of environmental factors. In fact, perpetuating the belief that sexual orientation is innate has been crucial to the gay rights movement.

According to the most recent Gallup Poll on the subject, 88 percent of people who believe homosexuals are “born that way” support the legality of same-sex marriage, while only 39 percent of those who believe homosexuality is the result of environmental factors support the legality of same-sex marriage.

So, what happens when science proves that homosexuals aren’t “born that way”? Perhaps we’ll find out. A new comprehensive scientific study of the biological roots of sexual orientation at the University of California, San Diego, will be published soon.
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